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This paper aims to investigate how “constructions, not isolated lexical items” (Himmelmann 

2004) contribute to grammaticalization of discourse-pragmatic items at the left and right 

peripheries (LP and RP respectively) of insubordinate constructions in Japanese. Japanese has a 

rich variety of insubordinate constructions (Evans 2007) as schematised in (1b) in present-day 

conversation and speech-related texts. The schematization (1a) is a canonical order of 

subordinate and main clauses in Japanese. 

 

(1) a. Canonical clause-combining construction 

  CLAUSESUB-connecting particle CLAUSEMAIN. 

 b. Insubordinate construction 

  CLAUSE-connecting particle/discourse-pragmatic final particle.  

 

Such insubordinate constructions include adverbial clauses, e.g. CLAUSE-kara 

‘because-CLAUSE’ as in (2)  and CLAUSE-kedo ‘although-CLAUSE’ as in (3).  

 

(2) a. chotto ima 15-en shika motte-nai-kara matte yo. 

  little now 15-yen only have-not-because wait FP 

  ‘Because (I) only have 15-yen now, wait a minute.’ 

  (Hituzi, Dansei-2915) 

   

 b. A3-o B4-ni shukushooshite kamawa-nai-kara. 

  A3-ACC B4-DAT reduce mind-not-because 

  ‘Because (I do) not mind (if you) reduce A4 (size) to B4 (size).’ 

  (Hituzi, Dansei-548) 

 

(3) a. ... hakkirishita byooki wa nai-kedo, ano, ugok-e-nai 

   specific disease TOP not-although INT move-POT-not 

  ‘Although (my parent does) not have any specific disease, (he/she) cannot move.’ 

  (Hituzi, Josei-1696) 

   

 b. Tsugi waa X-sensei desu-kedo. 

  next TOP X-teacher COP-although 

  ‘Although next is Teacher X. (Next, it’s Teacher X’s turn.)’ 

  (Hituzi, Josei-1401) 

 



These constructions have been explored under the term “suspended clause constructions” 

(Ohori 1995, and elsewhere) and the term iisashi-bun ‘suspended sentence’ (Shirakawa 2009) 

in Japanese linguistics. In recent years, there has been a growing body of research into 

insubordinate constructions and their subordinate clause markers that serve 

discourse-pragmatic functions at the RP of subordinate clauses (e.g. Ohori 2011; Thompson 

and Suzuki 2011) and the development of discourse-pragmatic items from RP to LP items as in 

(4) (e.g. Higashiizumi 2015; Onodera 2011, 2014 and elsewhere).  

 

(4) a. Construction with an RP item 

  CLAUSE-connecting particle/discourse-pragmatic final particle.  

  e.g. (2b) 

 b. Construction with an LP item 

  copula-connecting particle/discourse-pragmatic initial particle + CLAUSE.  

  e.g.   Da-kara, itta desho!  

   COP-because said TAG  

   ‘I told you!’ (blame)                              (adapted from Onodera 2014: 110) 

 

However, only a few diachronic studies on insubordinate constructions, i.e., subordinate 

clauses with LP/RP discourse-pragmatic items have been conducted so far. In this paper, I will 

compare examples in dialogues in novels from around 1900 (Taiyo Corpus) and those from 

contemporary Japanese around 2000 (BCCWJ) to explore how insubordinate constructions 

have been developing towards present-day Japanese and to illustrate that the units to which 

grammaticalization applies are constructions. 
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Abbreviations 

ACC (accusative), CLAUSESUB (subordinate clause) CLAUSEMAIN (main clause), COP 

(copula), DAT (dative), FP (final particle), NOM (nominative), TAG (tag-question-like 

expressions) TOP (topic), INT (interjection), POT (potential) 

 

Corpora 

BCCWJ (Balanced Corpus of Contemporary Written Japanese) 

(www.ninjal.ac.jp/english/products/bccwj/) 

 1976–2005, approximately 100 million words 

Hituzi Workplace Corpus (CD-ROM). 2002. Gendai Nihongo Kenkyuukai. ed. Dansei no 

Kotoba: Shokuba-hen (Male Language at Place of Work). Tokyo: Hituzi Syobo Publishing.  

approximately 12 hours recorded in 1999–2000. 



Taiyo Corpus (www.ninjal.ac.jp/english/products/taiyocorpus/) 

 1895–1925, 3,409 articles in 60 issues of the Taiyo Journal, approximately 15 million 

characters (approximately 7.5 million words)  
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